
 

 

Congratulations on purchasing your CG-GURU device 
used to precise center of gravity adjustment.  

A.M.E. developers are dedicated to development and 
production of quality and precision devices for new 
generation modelers. 

Usage 

Device can be used only for checking and setting the 
center of gravity of your aircraft model up to 10/20/50kg 
(depends on the max weight written on product). The 
manufacturer is not liable for any damage caused by 
wrong manipulation with device itself, model of aircraft 
or any other device. 

 

Contents of the package: 

- 1x sensor for front gear or tail wheel 
- 2x sensor for main gear wheels 
- 3x reduction to smaller wheels 
- 2x cable 
- 1x Micro-USB cable 
- 1x instructions 

WARNING: 

- As power source use ONLY 5V connected through 
micro USB(phone charger, power pack! 

- Do not use TURBO CHARGERS or PC for power supply, 
as this may damage the device, which is not covered 
by the warranty! 

- DO NOT push sensors by hand and also DON'T 
overload them over maximum weight, there is a risk of 
damaging product and it's NOT COVERED BY WARRANTY.  
 

Important!!!  

 

Measure your aircraft very precisely and upright, 
we recommend to measure axles of wheels. Even a 
slight deviation can lead to incorrect calculation of center of gravity!!! The hole for wheel with mark helps to more accurate 
measurement of required data.   

Stand for big 
wheel 

TailStand for leveling 
the aircraft 

3x Sensors 

3x Rreduction to 
smaller wheels 



 

Device preparation: 

Before usage be sure, that your place where you put CG GURU is clear, solid and in horizontal position. 
Put each sensor next to correct wheel. !!!KEEP SENSORS EMPTY!!! 

1. Connect power supply (5V/0,5A) to the sensor (USB charger, power pack). 
2. Connect your device (phone, tablet, etc.) to A.M.E. Wi-Fi, which was created by CG-GURU. If 

the device uses GSM packet data, turn it off. 
3. Open web browser (Chrome, Firefox, Opera). Caution: CG-GURU is NOT supported in Microsoft 

Edge and SAFARI! 

First start-up of the device 

a) The language selection web page will be displayed on your mobile device. 
b) Press the flag to select the language and then enter the license number. It has been 

sent to you by e-mail or is located on the central sensor. 
c) If you entered the license incorrectly, repeat points a) to c) 
d) If you entered the license correctly, the Config screen will appear. Select which metric units to use and save the selection. 
e) The Start screen appears with information about the CG GURU. Click Start to continue. Follow the on-screen instructions 

and this manual.  

Subsequent device starts 

a) The Start screen appears with information about the CG GURU. Click Start to continue. Follow the on-screen instructions 
and this manual. 

b) Use the setup button to change the metric units. 

Metric units 

CG GURU works with millimeters and inches to determine length and kilograms and pounds to display aircraft weight. The units can be 
switched using the Settings button on the home screen and can be combined as required. Millimeters are entered in whole numbers, 
in inches to two decimal places. The weight is displayed to two decimal places in kilograms and pounds. 

Picking right type of plane and entering its parameters: 

1. Make sure that aircraft's total weight DOES NOT exceed maximum weight limit allowed for your device. In the other case you can 
damage your device way which is not covered by warranty. Maximum weight is shown on main screen. 

2. 2. Continue button to select the appropriate type of aircraft or aircraft last Balanced. Types of aircraft to be balanced: 

 

a. LOAD LAST USED MODEL – Last used model. When re-used, CG-GURU remembers the data of the last aircraft. 
b. NOSEWHEEL PLANE – Aircraft with front landing gear leg. It is used for aircraft with front landing gear and main 

landing gear at the rear. 
c. TAILWHEEL PLANE – Aircraft with tail landing gear. It is used for aircraft that have the main landing gear at the front. 

You can use TailStand to level the aircraft. 
d. DELTA – Larger delta aircraft without landing gear, balanced on auxiliary rack according to instructions on display. 
e. FLYING WING – Flying-wing without landing gear, balances on auxiliary stand according to instructions on display. 
f. GLIDER – Glider without landing gear, balances on auxiliary stand according to instructions on display. 

 

3. Leave the sensors empty or place the auxiliary balancing stand on them and follow the “calibration” button. The calibration 
process is displayed on the mobile device display. Then you will see a simple picture of how to put the aircraft on the sensors or 
the stand and make sure it is horizontal. Continue with "measure aircraft". If you leave the CG GURU on, do not move the sensors 
and the model, it is not necessary to fold the model and calibrate the CG GURU when rebalancing. Calibration can be omitted.  

4. Then measure the aircraft and enter its data into the form. Enter the required data depending on the CG GURU model and model 
type. If you select “LAST USED MODEL”, the previous balance measures will be used, but you can correct them. These will be 
some of the following:  



 

 Nose – main gear, enter the distance of the main undercarriage from the nose of the aircraft in millimeters. 
 Nose – nose gear, distance spurs from nose of aircraft 
 CG of the nose, defined distance of the center of gravity of the aircraft from the nose of the aircraft 
 Spread of main gear, track width of main chassis 
 Distance nose – Ballast, space for additional weights on the aircraft (advance models only) 
 Nose – wing-stand, for gliders, deltas and wing-wings it is the distance between the nose and the wing stand  
 Distance nose-tail stand, distance from nose to tail stand 

An intuitive image is displayed for each aircraft type, clearly showing which rates and where to enter the form. 

     

Setting aircraft's CG (Center of gravity): 

When you are balancing the plane, move first internal components of plane and if it is not possible, then add weight. 

Use the “continue” button to continue to balance the aircraft. Your phone displays the result with the entered data and measurements. 
The total weight of the aircraft, the weight on the right and left landing gear are shown for information purposes. If the landing gear is 
mounted accurately, CG GURU will also display the real deviation of the longitudinal axis of the aircraft from the assumed axis.  

Real CG shows CG GURU in window REAL CG is ... in front of or behind defined CG of the aircraft. Colored arrow moving around CG icon 
shows orientational position of real center of gravity. This arrow also changes color and position against the CG symbol and this way helps 
to set correct center of gravity visually. Reach exact match between defined and real center of gravity by moving components or weighing 
model. At the same time as you reach this, the arrow will light up green color. 

With the CG GURU ADVANCE model, you have entered a location in the model where additional weight can be shown. CG GURU ADVANCE 
calculates this weight and displays it at the top of the display. This significantly reduces the balancing. After showing the required weight, 
we recommend that you check the aircraft again. 

Troubleshooting 

1. Can't connect to “A.M.E.” Wi-Fi. Check that THE CG GURU is not connected to another  
device. You can work with only one device at a time. If you previously had a different mobile 
device connected to “A.M.E.” Wi Fi, check if it didn't automatically connect and is not 
blocking the device you're currently working on. 

2. Calculation page do not change the values. Use another web browser, we recommend using 
Firefox, or Chrome. CG GURU isn't supported in Microsoft EDGE, and SAFARI. 

3. Despite changing the position of the equipment, number in the green field does not 
change. Make sure that all wheels of landing gear are put on sensors correctly. If one or 
more sensors are empty, CG GURU did not broadcast actual center of gravity position to 
terminal.  

  



 

CG GURU STAND 

 


